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Despite long-standing predictions concerning the dismissal of regional languages in 

France, recent movements recognizing the importance of local cultures have resulted in a 
revival of many languages on the brink of extinction. One consequence of this movement has 
been a shift in the sociodemographic characteristics of these languages.  For instance, while 
Picard used to be a language associated primarily with factory workers and peasants, a survey 
by INSEE (2004) reveals that professionals and intellectuals now constitute the largest socio-
economic group who claims using Picard. Furthermore, many such speakers are individuals 
who grew up with a passive competence in the language who decided during adolescence or 
adult years to embrace the endangered language.  

This paper examines the impact that these neo-speakers have had on the structure of 
Picard. Focusing on neuter subjects, a construction that is characterized by a more complex 
system than the equivalent form in French, the other language spoken by all Picard speakers, 
we compare the systems used by traditional and non-native speakers.  (1) illustrates the ch’, a, 
and null forms that correspond to French ce/ça ‘it’. Given that all three forms are used by all 
speakers in our corpus, a variationist approach is used to determine whether the same syntactic 
and phonological factors govern the distribution of the three forms in the two languages.  This 
analysis confirms that the neo-speakers have acquired many of the constraints that characterize 
the grammar of traditional speakers but that extended contact with French has weakened the 
effect of the syntactic factors.  
(1)  a.  Tout o, ch’est pasqu’oz ons tè obligès d’partir   
‘All that that’s because we had to leave’   
b.  O, a n'li plaisoait point.   
‘That, that didn’t please him’   
c.  Et pis tout o Ø est catalodjé don din ch’live-leu   
‘And so all that is catalogued in that book’   
 
 


